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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses different motives for profit sharing adoption in the U.S., Canada and the U.K., and analyzes employment-based factors that could contribute to these differences. Motives for profit sharing are classified into two groups: motivational and non-motivational. A theoretical model is presented that suggests a firm’s ability to use profit sharing for non-motivational purposes is limited by the status of domestic employment-related factors. The analytical review indicates that the non-motivational use of profit sharing is limited by the status of employment-related factors in each of the studied countries. However, the non-motivational use of profit sharing is probable if higher labor productivity is expected through other means. Implication of the results is discussed for future studies in this area.

INTRODUCTION

The use of employee profit sharing plans as an employee compensation scheme has increased significantly in the workplace. In the U.S., for example, about one in every four companies offers some type of profit sharing plan. Also, several studies have found profit sharing as an effective compensation scheme (e.g. Kruse, 1993; Cheadle, 1989). Employee profit sharing has been gaining popularity as a means of employee compensation because it links employee payments to the company’s financial performance. Profit sharing payments are affected by changes in the firm’s earnings and affect both the income and cash flow statements. Additionally, the decision to select profit sharing among available compensation schemes requires a careful analysis of the company’s earnings potential and affect on income. However, accounting literature, including accounting textbooks, have little discussion of the effect that employee profit sharing has on the accounting system and financial statements. The need for such a discussion is even more necessary for international accounting professionals and upper management since multinational companies are faced with different social and legal standards that may affect employees’ opinions about profit sharing plans and their effectiveness on productivity. This paper brings this gap closer by discussing the motives for profit sharing adoption in North America (U.S. and Canada) and the U.K. and the reasons for the differences among them. These countries were selected since they are among the largest economies in the world and where many multinational firms have operations. Further, these countries are similar socially and culturally, such similarities minimizing the affect of various non-economical factors on the selection process.

This paper should help researchers and professional accountants considering the effect of factors that affect adoption and execution of profit sharing schemes in multinational companies, especially in the United States, Canada and the U.K. This is an important issue since different motives for profit sharing, and the sources of those differences, could affect the outcome of financial analysis.

This paper continues as follows: The next section delineates the different motives involved in decisions to adopt profit sharing schemes. Section three presents employment-based sources of the differences. Section four offers a summary and discussion.
COMPARISON OF MOTIVES

The motives for the adoption of profit sharing schemes as documented in the literature could be classified as follows: labor productivity, monitoring costs, wage flexibility, plan administrative costs, union status and management philosophy. These motives are discussed as follows.

Labor Productivity

Researchers generally agree that firms offer profit sharing in order to promote higher employee productivity, which is achieved through higher employee motivation and involvement. This can be achieved by aligning employees’ goals with those of the firm. When a firm’s profits are shared between owners and employees, employees have a higher stake in the success of the firm. Research generally supports this motive for profit sharing adoption across the examined countries. In the U.S., for example, Kruse (1996) found that there is a positive relationship between the adoption of profit sharing and the existence of job enrichment programs, where enrichment programs were offered to encourage higher employee input and involvement. In the U.K., profit sharing was used to improve employee involvement in decision-making, measured by the simultaneous existence of profit sharing schemes and workers’ councils (Estrin and Wilson, 1989). In Canada, Wagar and Long (1995) found a relationship between a higher number of self-directed work teams and the existence of profit sharing, a result that reflects the fact that self-directed work requires greater motivation and involvement.

Monitoring Costs

According to agency theory, a monitoring system is required to prevent employees from pursuing self-serving actions. However, monitoring systems can be costly and employees’ actions are often complex and not fully observable. Thus, indirect monitoring systems such as variable compensation schemes can be used for this purpose. In this context, profit sharing can be used to complement direct monitoring systems and reduce supervisory costs because employees will have an incentive to observe the actions of their peers. Accordingly, less supervisory costs are required when profit sharing is in place. Each employee’s individual actions have an impact on the profitability of the entity.

While the research results support this motive in the U.S. and Canada, contrary evidence has been reported in the U.K. In the U.S., a positive relationship was found between the existence of profit sharing and the productivity of engineering personnel (Gregg and Machin, 1988), given that the cost of supervision is higher in professional organizations and profit sharing was used to mitigate it. In Canada, two different studies found that firms with profit sharing were less hierarchical than those without it (Long, 1994; Wagar and Long, 1995). Specifically, it was found that firms with profit sharing had 31% fewer supervisors and managers (Long, 1994). However, the supervisor-employee ratio was found to be higher in U.K. firms with profit sharing plans (Gregg and Machin, 1988), indicating that profit sharing was not used for the purpose of lower monitoring costs.

Wage Flexibility

It has been argued that a firm may use profit sharing for the purpose of wage flexibility, to avoid costly wage decreases at times of low profitability. According to this argument, the marginal cost of labor is lower when profit sharing is adopted because part of labor cost becomes variable and changes with increases and decreases in the firm’s profit. Therefore, firms pay employees less when profit is lower and pay more when profit is higher. According to this argument, firms with unstable financial circumstances and lower financial prospects are more likely to adopt profit sharing because they are in greater need of avoiding fixed wage commitments to employees.

Studies of the wage flexibility motive have reached contrary conclusions across the examined countries. In the U.S., Kruse (1996) reported support for this argument since it was found that the existence of profit sharing was associated with high profit variability. In the UK, it was found that financially stable firms mainly offered profit sharing, suggesting that profit sharing was not used to increase wage flexibility (Estrin and Wilson, 1989). In Canada, Wagar and Long (1995) found no relationship between the existence of profit sharing and environmental turbulence.
In addition to the motives for profit sharing adoption, several studies found that some contextual factors also affect profit sharing adoption. The following section reviews the effects of these factors.

Plan Administrative Costs

There is a theoretical debate concerning the relationship between plan administrative costs (represented by the firm size) and the adoption of profit sharing plans. Some researchers argue that profit sharing is more effective in smaller firms as the link between individual employees and a firm’s performance is more direct and the opportunities for “free riders” are lower. Thus, smaller firms are more likely to adopt profit sharing than larger firms. On the other hand, some other researchers believe that the administration costs of profit sharing are considerable and smaller firms are unable to afford them. Thus, larger firms are more likely to adopt profit sharing plans.

The research results for the plan administrative costs presented by firm size are mixed. In the U.S., the relationship between the existence of profit sharing and firm size was reported positive by Fitzroy and Kraft (1987) and no association was reported by Cheadle (1989). In the U.K, Gregg and Machin (1988) and Poole (1989) found a positive relationship, whereas Estrin and Wilson (1989) reported a negative one. In Canada, Wagar and Long (1995) and Long (1989) found no relationship between firm size and the adoption of profit sharing.

Union Status

Researchers have argued that union status negatively influences the adoption of profit sharing plans as union leaders oppose profit sharing. They do so for two main reasons: First, they worry that profit sharing may undermine their members’ commitment to the union and increase their commitment to the firm. Secondly, unions generally favor fixed wage increases instead of variable compensation such as profit sharing.

Research findings are mixed on the effect of unions across the examined countries. In the U.S., Kruse (1991) found no relationship between the adoption of profit sharing and union status, while Kruse (1993) reported a positive relationship. On the other hand, Cheadle (1989), Kim (1993) and Cooke (1994) reported a negative relationship. In the U.K., research results are mixed. Poole (1989) has reported a negative relationship, Gregg and Machin (1988) have reported a positive relationship, and Estrin and Wilson (1989) have reported no relationship. In Canada, researchers have generally found a negative relationship between the adoption of profit sharing and unionization (Long, 1989; Jones and Pliskin, 1991; Betcherman et al., 1994; Wagar and Long, 1995), with the exception of Long (1997), who found no relationship.

Management Philosophy

Scholars argue that a firm’s management philosophy (the management’s school of thought) may affect the adoption of profit sharing. Three schools have been identified: classical, human relations and human resources (Miles, 1975). According to the classical school, people are motivated only by economic self-interest. Therefore, management that follows this thinking will impose rigid control of employees’ actions. The human relations school argues that people are motivated by social rewards that the organization can offer and it suggests a control-oriented approach. However, controls are exercised through the development of group norms rather than through constant supervisory surveillance. According to the third school of thought, people can be self-motivated if their work is challenging and interesting. This school suggests providing employees with sufficient autonomy if employee’s goals are integrated with that of the organization. Only the third school of thought is expected to promote profit sharing plans.

There is no research evidence available at this time that examines the effect of different schools of thought on profit sharing adoption in the U.S. and U.K. However, in Canada, Long (1997) found a positive association between the adoption of profit sharing and the human resources school of thought, and a negative relationship between profit sharing adoption and the classical school.
Table 1 presents a summary of the motives for profit sharing adoption across the examined countries. The comparison indicates the only motive that is consistent across the examined countries is higher employee motivation and that the other motives are inconsistent.

Table 1: Comparison of Motives for Profit Sharing Adoption in U.S., Canada and U.K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profit Sharing Plan Determinants</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee Productivity</td>
<td>Positive Relation</td>
<td>Positive Relation</td>
<td>Positive Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage flexibility</td>
<td>Positive Relation</td>
<td>No Relation</td>
<td>Negative Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower monitoring costs</td>
<td>Positive Relation</td>
<td>Positive Relation</td>
<td>No Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Mixed Relation</td>
<td>No Relation</td>
<td>Mixed Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union membership</td>
<td>Mixed Relation</td>
<td>Negative Relation</td>
<td>Mixed Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial philosophy</td>
<td>No Evidence</td>
<td>Positive Relation</td>
<td>No Evidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 1: SOURCES OF DIFFERENT MOTIVES FOR PROFIT SHARING**

**When will a Firm Offer Employee Profit Sharing?**

Profit sharing is an economic agreement between a firm and its employees to share financial outcomes under certain conditions. According to agency theory, employees have less incentive to increase their inputs when they are given a fixed payment (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986). On the other hand, a flexible wage system can increase employee participation and productivity as the amount of compensation is linked to the firm’s performance. Among different options, profit sharing has been the most common and oldest type of compensation scheme under which employees receive a share of a firm’s income (Baker et. al., 1988; Kren and Kerr, 1993; Jensen and Murphy, 1990). Under profit sharing, employees become stakeholders who receive a share of the firm’s earnings in a way similar to that of investors and executives. Accordingly, earnings are distributed among investors, executives and employees as indicated by the equation [1] below:

\[ INC_t = \alpha_{IN}INC_t + \alpha_{EX}INC_t + \alpha_{EM}INC_t \]  

Where INC\(_t\) presents income before the parties’ charges for their regular services such as fixed salaries, \( \alpha \) presents the distribution coefficient for each party in the model, which varies from zero to one (zero indicates zero share and one indicates total share of income), \( \text{IN} \) and \( \text{EX} \) and \( \text{EM} \) present investors, executives and employees respectively and \( t \) is an indicator of time.

The three parties, owners, executives and employees, are included in the model for several reasons. First, the concept of “firm” is widely accepted in the today’s economy and executives rather than owners mainly manage firms. Second, it is assumed that profit sharing with executives could exist regardless of whether employee profit sharing exists or not. This assumption is reasonable as many firms offer a form of executive profit sharing independent from employee profit sharing (Tosi and Gomez-Mejia, 1989). By offering employee profit sharing, the firm’s net income is distributed among investors, executives and employees. Employees can expect higher compensation if the firm’s earnings (INC\(_t\)) increase. Similarly, their compensation will be lower if the firm’s earnings decrease. The percentage of distribution will depend on the compensation arrangement and is negatively related to the other two parties’ compensation in the model, as presented by equation 2:

\[ \alpha_{EM} = -\alpha_{IN} - \alpha_{EX} + 1 \]  

Equation 2 indicates that investors and executives will give up a portion of their share to employees when profit sharing is in place. In equilibrium, they are willing to give up a percentage of income to employees only if the expected benefit from profit sharing is higher than the income relinquished. However, the expected benefits are related to the motivational use of profit sharing, non-motivational use or both. Although a firm may be willing to use profit sharing for both motivational and non-motivational purposes, the use of profit sharing is limited by the status of domestic employment-related factors. For example, when labor productivity is high in a country, firms may assign a lower weight to the use of profit sharing for motivational goals and assign a higher weight to non-
motivational goals. Therefore, the motive for profit sharing adoption can be affected by the status of domestic employment-related factors and the motives, as indicated by equation [1] and [2], will be different in different countries. Figure 1 demonstrates this relationship and the effect of the components of employment-related factors on the motivational and non-motivational uses of profit sharing.

**Figure 1: The Effect of Employment-Related Factors on Motives for Profit Sharing Adoption**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motives and Contextual Factors:</th>
<th>Profit Sharing Adoption For Motivational and Non-motivational Purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee Productivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Monitoring Costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment-related Factors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity and costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of qualified employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidization of employee Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Union Differences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What are Employment-related Factors?

*National Labor Productivity and Labor Costs*

The status of labor productivity and labor costs may affect the expectation of profit sharing benefits and consequently motives for profit sharing. When labor productivity decreases, more labor is required to perform the same job, which results in higher total labor costs and consequently lower net income. The same affect exists for labor costs. When unit labor cost increases without any change in labor output, total expenses will increase and the company net income will shrink, all other factors being equal. Low labor productivity and higher labor unit costs require more innovative employee compensation policies to enhance higher labor participation. High labor unit costs may also limit future fixed wage increases and encourage variable compensation policies such as profit sharing to attempt to increase productivity and profits. Changes in labor productivity and costs have been considerably different in the U.S., U.K. and Canada. Sparks and Greiner (1997) have reported that the percentage of positive change in the U.S. labor productivity from 1994 to 1995 was 3.4, while that of U.K. was -.8 and that of Canada was 1. More recent studies also found that productivity growth in the U.S. was significantly higher than productivity in Canada and U.K. (Crawford, 2002). The U.S. also had a lower percentage of increase in labor unit cost. The percentage of change in labor unit costs for the U.S. in 1995 was found to be .3, for the U.K., 1.7 and for Canada, .5 (Sparks and Greiner, 1997). The more updated statistics indicated that the percentage of change in hourly compensation costs from 1998 to 1999 for U.S. was 2.9 percent and for the U.K. was 3.3 percent (Hansen, 2000). Cobet and Wilson (2002) also found that the change in manufacturing labor costs in the period of 1990 to 2000 was -.2 for the U.S., -.8 for Canada and 2.1 for U.K., indicating that work environment was different in these countries, leading to a different wage structures.

The differences in labor productivity and costs in the examined countries may have influenced the motive of profit sharing adoption for wage flexibility and lowering monitoring costs. The statistics show that firms in the U.K. are in a disadvantageous position in terms of increases in labor costs and lower profitability. Thus, firms in this country tend to use profit sharing mainly for the purpose of increasing labor inputs instead of for the purpose of
wage flexibility and lowering monitoring costs. Also, this conclusion is supported by statistics on the status of labor productivity and costs in Canada and the U.S. In Canada, labor productivity is higher than in the U.K. and labor costs are lower. Thus, I observe some departure from the use of profit sharing for merely higher labor incentives toward some other purposes (in this case, lowering monitoring costs). For the U.S., where I see strong evidence of higher labor productivity and lower labor costs, I observe even more departure from the use of profit sharing for higher labor incentives toward other purposes (in this case, wage flexibility and lower supervisory costs).

Availability of Qualified Employees

Studies have also found that the examined countries are different in terms of the availability of qualified employees. Blessing and Kim (1998) found that U.K. companies had more difficulty in recruiting employees with the right qualifications and experience. A 1999 McKinsey report also shows that the U.K. has been lagging behind both the U.S. and Canada in terms of the skill level of its workforce (Whitmore, 1999). On the other hand, Sorrentino and Moy (2002) found that the U.S. has changed from being a high unemployment nation to being a low unemployment nation in the period between 1960 to 2000, while the pattern has been reversed in the U.K.; during the same period, the U.K. has changed from being a low unemployment to being a high unemployment nation. The pattern has been the same in Canada for being a not too high and not too low unemployment nation. Sorrentino and Moy (2002) also found that in the U.S. and Canada strong job creation and employment growth greatly surpassed the population growth during the period of 1960 to 2000, while the U.K. had slower employment increases. Such changes require different policies for employment and compensation, and consequently imply differences in the tendency toward profit sharing adoption. The statistics show that British firms, and to some extent Canadian firms, are facing the challenge of a high unemployment rate coupled with lower labor productivity. A higher unemployment rate does not necessarily mean a higher availability of qualified employees. In fact, a high unemployment rate may indicate the existence of a workforce without the right qualifications. Accordingly, firms in the U.K. may use profit sharing mainly as a means of attracting and retaining employees because of difficulty in recruiting qualified employees. On the other hand, U.S. firms have had fewer problems in finding qualified employees, and consequently were able to use profit sharing for non-motivational purposes such as wage flexibility and lowering monitoring costs. This conclusion is in agreement with the evidence that profit sharing was not used for wage flexibility or lowering monitoring costs purposes in the U.K., but it was used for these purposes in the U.S.

Subsidization of Employee Cost Differences

Another component of domestic workplace economics is the subsidization of labor costs, such as healthcare expenses, social benefits and governmental senior assistance programs. This subsidization is affected by a country’s domestic social structure and workplace circumstances. The subsidization of labor costs has been found to differ significantly among the studied countries. For example, in Canada employment benefit costs are lower than those in the U.S. due to the government’s subsidization of healthcare coverage (Spencer, 1994). Also, Hogan and Kerstein (1999) found that both Canada and the U.K. have larger government social security and retirement benefits than US has. Thus, the amounts and number of benefits that U.S. firms offer to their employees are higher than those of Canadian and U.K. firms, causing U.S. firms to be reluctant to offer additional compensation and benefits. The existence of labor cost subsidization promotes the discussion of the fairness of the wage system and wealth distribution in a country and encourages profit sharing as a means of wealth distribution rather than as a managerial strategy. Majerus (1984) found that this objective was sought by firms that adopted profit sharing. This phenomenon may explain why profit sharing was not used to increase wage flexibility in Canada and the U.K. and may also explain the results of studies regarding the affect of firms’ size in Canada since all firms regardless of their size enjoy government assistance.

Domestic Union Differences

The influence of unions on profit sharing adoption was found to differ substantially among the examined countries due to differences in union structure in those countries. Kaufman and Taras (1999) found that in the late 1990s, only slightly more than ten percent of private sector employees in the U.S. were unionized, while in the Canadian private sector, figures were just under twenty two percent. Another example of differences between union coverage in the U.S. and Canada is that of the professional worker. Baker and Fortin (1998) found that health care
workers (nursing and therapy occupations) had union coverage of more than 85% in Canada. In the U.S., union coverage rates in these occupations are less than 20 percent. Boyer et al., (2001) found that unionism has shrunk in the U.S. and U.K., and that nonunion employees now represent more than 80% of the work force in the U.S. and nearly two thirds of that in the U.K. Bassett (1988) found that nonunion employment is much more common in the U.S. than in the U.K.

Increases in nonunion labor organizations are also found to be different in the examined countries. Nonunion organizations such as joint industrial councils, peer-review discipline resolution panels and nonunion professional employees’ associations work in a similar manner to that of unions (Lawler 1992; Levine, 1995). However, nonunion organizations are treated differently in the examined countries. In the U.S., the Wagner Act contains statutory restrictions that effectively ban most forms of nonunion employee representation (Estreicher, 1994; LeRoy, 1996). The act forbids any form of labor organization—including committees, teams and councils—that is of a representational nature; is created, financed, or operated by an employer; and involves bilateral discussions about the terms and conditions of employment. However, nonunion employee representation is legal in Canada because the Canadian legislature recognizes many different types of labor organizations, including nonunion organizations (Kaufman and Taras, 1999).

This evidence implies that union and labor organization structures are substantially different in the examined countries and this may have different effects on compensation strategies, including profit sharing. This evidence may explain why prior research has found more consistent research results for the union effect in Canada, but less consistent results in the U.S. and U.K.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper reviewed different motives for profit sharing adoption in North America and the U.K. Table 1 showed that the motives are considerably different although these countries share many social and cultural similarities. The paper also presented a theoretical framework for adopting a profit sharing plan and discussed several employment-related factors that could contribute to the differences of motives for profit sharing. Researchers and professional accountants could benefit from this paper by addressing the effect of employment-related factors on the examination of motives for profit sharing adoption and their affect on financial analysis. Future studies might also extend this study in several aspects. First, they might examine whether the conclusions arrived at based on the countries examined here could be extended to other countries. Such a study would help assess the generalizability of the argument presented in this paper. Secondly, studies might examine whether there are considerations other than employment-related factors that could be used to explain the inconsistency of motives for profit sharing adoption across countries. Thirdly, the arguments presented in this paper could directly or indirectly benefit from an empirical study in this area. The current study also has some limitations. It discusses the cases of the U.S., Canada and U.K. only. In addition, it does not discuss the effects of factors such as tax regulations, as they are beyond the scope of this paper. Future studies might gainfully expand on this paper by examining those factors that could not be discussed here.
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